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บทคัดย่อ
  งานวจัิยน้ีผู้วิจัยมุง่ศกึษาการออกเสียงพยญัชนะควบกล�า้สองเสยีงท้ายค�าในภาษาอังกฤษ
ของนักเรียนไทย โดยศึกษาพยัญชนะควบกล�้าสองเสียงท้ายค�า คือ /-ft / และ /-sk/ / ท้ังนี้
เพื่อศึกษาว่า ผู้เรียนจะสามารถออกเสียงพยัญชนะควบกล�้าท้ายค�าดังกล่าวได้ถูกต้องมากน้อย
เพียงใดและพยัญชนะควบกล�้าชุดใดจะสามารถออกเสียงได้ง่ายท่ีสุด ท้ังก่อนและภายหลังจาก
ทีผู่เ้รยีนได้รับการฝึกฝน ผู้วจัิยเลอืกค�าศัพท์ทีใ่ช้ทดสอบในหนงัสอืเรยีนวิชาภาษาอังกฤษเพือ่การ
สื่อสาร 1 หนังสือ Touchstone Level 3 ชุดละ 5 ค�า รวมทั้งสิ้น 10 ค�า เก็บข้อมูลจากกลุ่ม
ตัวอย่างซึ่งเป็นนักศึกษาชั้นปีที่ 1 มหาวิทยาลัยหัวเฉียวเฉลิมพระเกียรติที่ลงทะเบียนเรียนวิชา
ภาษาอังกฤษเพื่อการสื่อสาร 1 (English For Communication I) จ�านวน 100 คน โดยการจด
บนัทกึและวเิคราะห์ค่าความถีเ่ป็นร้อยละ จากการศกึษาพบว่า พยัญชนะควบกล�า้สองเสยีงท้าย
ค�าทีผู่เ้รยีนออกเสยีงได้มากทีส่ดุคือเสยีง /-ft / และพยัญชนะควบกล�า้สองเสยีงท้ายค�าท่ีผูเ้รยีน
ออกเสียงได้น้อยท่ีสุดคือเสียง/-sk / นอกจากนี้ยังพบว่ากลุ่มตัวอย่างตัดเสียงพยัญชนะควบ
กล�้าเสียงที่สองมากกว่าตัดเสียงแรก  
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Abstract

 This study aims to analyze the pronunciation of two final consonant clusters 

in English by Huachiew Chalermprakiet University students  and to study the 

correctness in pronunciation of the two linguistic variables /-ft/ and /-sk/  before 

and after practicing.  The subjects are 100 first year students who enrolled in English 

for communication 1 course. They were asked to read 10 words selected from Touchstone 

Level 3 textbook. Each linguistic variable was manually recorded and analyzed by 

percentage. The results showed that the final cluster /-ft / is most correctly pronounced 

and the final cluster /-sk / is less correctly pronounced. Moreover, it was found that 

the students pronounced the clusters as one sound, they pronounced the first consonant 

more than the second consonant.
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I: Introduction
 Regarding the model of Kachru’s Three Concentric Circles of English (1985), Thailand is 

grouped in the expanding circle which uses English as a foreign language. Thai students who have 

been exposed to the English language more than ten years still have difficulties with English 

pronunciation both in segmental and suprasegmental levels. One of the factors that cause difficulties 

are phonological differences between the  first language (L1) and the second language (L2). Swan 

and Smith (1987 cited in Sritilanon, 2007) presented the idea that the significant differences of the 

phonological systems of Thai and English are one of the causes of pronunciation problems of Thai 

learners. The comparison between English and Thai sound systems reveals that English and Thai 

consonant systems are different in many ways. Firstly, there are some English consonant sounds that 

do not occur in Thai. These include /g /, /v /, / θ/, / ð/, /z/, / ʃ /, / ʒ/, /tʃ/, /dʒ/, and /r/. Secondly, there 

are gaps in oppositions between some English and Thai consonant sounds , for example, both English 

and Thai have the sound / f / but Thai does not have the voiced sound / v / like English. Lastly, there 

are some English sounds that are different from their Thai equivalent as to their distribution. English 

and Thai have the consonant sounds /l / , /f /, and /s / , but these sounds never occur at the final position 

in Thai.  For consonant clusters, English has a larger number of consonant clusters than Thai.  English 

initial clusters may contain up to three consonant sounds, but up to two consonant sounds in Thai. 

English final clusters may contain up to four consonant sounds, but there is no final cluster in Thai. 

This causes difficulties for Thai students when they learn English. According to Sritulanon (2007) 

the two-segment clusters: /dr/, /fr/, /fl/, /fj/,/tw/,/sl/,/sw/,/sm/,/sp/,/sk/, and /st/ are not found in Thai. 

Thai students insert a short vowel /a/, so they pronounce “sa-moke” instead of “smoke”. The initial 

three-segment clusters of English are also pronounced “sa-trike” instead of “strike”. For final clusters, 

Thai students retain the first segment of the cluster and drop the last. They pronounce “pum” instead 

of “pump”. 

 Additionally, Mano-im (1999)  analyzed the pronunciation of double final clusters in English 

by Thai students and studied the relationship between degrees of difficulty in pronouncing final 

consonant clusters according to the theory of Contrastive Analysis. Six linguistics variables are 

included in the study. The subjects are 60 Mattayomsuksa 5 students in the science program. The 

results showed that there are five types of variation: (1)correct pronunciation of both sounds, (2) 

deletion of one of the two sounds, (3) replacement of one or both sounds, (4) deletion of one sound 

and replacement of the other, and (5) insertion of an extra sound. The researcher also found  the 

degrees of difficulty in pronouncing final clusters ranked from the easiest: a nasal followed by a stop 

/-nt/, a nasal followed by a fricative/ -ns/, a lateral followed by a stop /-lt/, a nasal followed by an 

affricate /- ntʃ /, a stop followed by a fricative /-ks/ and a fricative followed by a stop/ -sk/. 
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 However, there are some English final clusters that need to be investigated. So, to compensate 

for the gap in the previous studies, this study aims to analyze the pronunciation of two English final 

clusters /-ft/ and /-sk / by Huachiew Chalermprakiet University students .   

II: Objective of the study 
 The current study investigates  the pronunciation of two English final clusters; / -ft/ and /-sk / 

by Huachiew Chalermprakiet University students  before and after practicing.

III: Research Methodology
 This research aims to study the pronunciation of two English final clusters /-ft/ and /-sk/ by 

first year Huachiew Chalermprakiet University students. The participants in this study are 100 first 

year students who were randomly selected from 1,150 students enrolling in GE 1053 English for 

Communication.  The instruments used in this study are two sets of a word list. The first set contains 

5 words ending with /–ft/ and the second set contains 5 words ending with /-sk/ respectively. The 

chosen words are common words that Thai students always mispronounce. At the beginning of the 

semester, the students were asked to read two sets of a word list. Their pronunciation was manually 

recorded. The number of the correct and incorrect pronunciations before practicing was recorded and 

analyzed by percentage. After that the researchers demonstrated to them how to pronounce English 

final clusters /-ft/ and /-sk/ and let them practice an hour per week for a total of 12 weeks .  At the 

end of the semester, they were asked to read the two sets of a word list again. The number of the 

correct and incorrect pronunciations after practicing was recorded and analyzed by percentage.

IV: Research Results
 1. There were 3 responses in the production of the final cluster /-ft/ of the Thai students;       

1) correctly pronounced two given sounds, 2) deleted one of the two sounds ,and 3)  deleted one 

sound and replaced the other. Moreover, after practicing the number of correct pronunciations is 

higher than the number of incorrect pronunciations before practicing as shown in the table below.
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Table1: The pronunciation of words ending with /-ft/
 

List of 

words
Before Practicing After Practicing

Correct             Incorrect forms

Forms              Omission*       

                                              Replacing**

Correct           Incorrect forms

Forms             Omission       

                                                   Replacing

1.lift 40 41 19 42 39 19

2. shift 47 40 13 57 30 13

3. soft 57 24 19 58 21 21

4. loft 53 42 5 58 37 5

5. left 55 44 1 63 36 1

Total 252 (50.4%) 191 (38.2%) 57 (11.4%) 278 (55.6%) 163 (32.6%) 59 (11.8%)
 

 Omission* (Omit the second consonant)

 Replacing** (Omit the second consonant and replace the first consonant with/p/)

 

 From table1, the results showed that the students have difficulties in pronouncing all the 5 

words and the most difficult word to be pronounced is “lift” . In pronouncing this word 40 students 

pronounced the final cluster /-ft/ correctly, 41 students omitted the second consonant, and 19 students 

omitted the second consonant and replaced the first consonant with the sound  /-p/, so this word was 

pronounced as / lif/ and /lip / respectively. The results from table 1 also indicated that the final cluster 

/-ft /was still problematic for Thai students, but practicing reduced the incorrect forms. It was found 

that the number of mispronunciation was reduced from 248 times (49.6%) to 222 times (44.4%).

 2. In the production of the final cluster/-sk/ 3 responses were found ; 1) correctly pronounced 

two given sounds, 2) deleted the first consonant ,and 3)  deleted the second consonant.  Moreover, 

after practicing the number of correct pronunciations is higher than the number of incorrect 

pronunciations before practicing as shown in the table below.
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Table 2: The pronunciation of words ending with /-sk/

List of 

words
Before Practicing After Practicing

Correct             Incorrect forms

Forms                Omission 1*    Omission2**

Correct           Incorrect forms

Forms          Omission1      Omission2
1. mask 49 2 49 55 2 43
2. task 38 0 62 39 0 61
3. ask 29 70 1 32 67 1
4. risk 35 0 65 39 0 61
5. desk 44 53 3 48 49 3
Total 195 (39%) 125 (25%) 180 (36%) 213 (42.6%) 118 (23.6%) 169 (33.8%)

 Omission 1* (Omit the first consonant) 

 Omission2** (Omit the second consonant)

          From table 2, it was found that the students have difficulties in pronouncing all the 5 words 

and the most difficult word to be pronounced is “ask” . In pronouncing this word, 29 students 

pronounced the final cluster /-sk/ correctly, 70 students omitted the first consonant, and 1 student 

omitted the second consonant. So, this word was pronounced as / ak / and  /  as / respectively. Moreover, 

the results revealed that the number of correct pronunciations is higher than the number of incorrect 

pronunciations after practicing.  

V: Discussion and Recommendation
     This study investigated the pronunciation of two English final clusters; /-ft/ and /-sk / of 

Huachiew Chalermprakiet University students. The results showed that Thai students have difficulties 

in the pronunciation of two English final clusters. In the production of the cluster /-ft/ the students 

omitted the second consonant, omitted the second consonant and replaced the first consonant with 

the sound  /-p/ so the word “lift” was pronounced as / lif/ and /lip /. In the production of the cluster 

/-sk / most of the students omitted the first consonant, and some omitted the second consonant. The 

word “ask” was pronounced as /ak/ and /as /. Although the sounds / f/ and /s / occur in the Thai 

phonological system, the differences in the distribution of these phonemes cause difficulty for Thai 

students because the sounds / f / and /s / do not occur at the final position in Thai words.  Thai students 

tend to replace the problematic sounds with similar sounds that occur in their language system (Thep-

Ackrapong, 2005; Yangklang, 2006). This supported the claim of Lado (1961) who mentioned that 
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in second language learning learners transfer the forms and meaning from their first language to the 

second language . So in the production of the words ending with /-ft/ and /-sk / Thai students replaced 

the sound / f / with the sound /p /  and omitted the sound /s / because the sounds /p / and /k / can occur 

at the final position in Thai words. 

 Pronunciation errors accounted for reduced intelligibility. Unintelligible pronunciation is a 

barrier for native speakers to understand. In order to remove the barrier, practicing is important in 

teaching pronunciation. According to the findings, it was found that demonstration helps students to 

pronounce English final clusters more correctly. So, universities should prepare English teachers in 

English phonology and the teaching of pronunciation. If the teachers can produce intelligible 

pronunciations, the students’ pronunciation should be intelligible. So, pronunciation training courses 

for the teachers should be provided. 
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